Moisture Drenched Natural Hair
The 7 Day System for
Soft, Lush Natural Hair
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7 Day Rehydration Protocol

7-Day Rehydration Protocol
This protocol will help you achieve ultra-moisturized hair. It’s important that you follow
it as closely as possible for the 7 days to get the best results. Ideally Day 1 should be
wash day. This ensures you can invest the required time to complete all of the
necessary steps to achieve moisture retention.

DAY 1: WASH DAY

Step 1

Coconut Oil Pre-wash

How to do it:
Melt the coconut oil in a in the microwave or put the coconut oil in a double boiler on
the stove to. Be sure not to overheat the oil. This makes the coconut oil liquid and
better able to be applied to the hair. You can also scoop the coconut oil out of the
bottle into your hands and melt it and then apply it to your hair. Apply the oil to DRY,
DETANGLED hair. Make sure you saturate your hair with the oil. Cover your head
with a PLASTIC cap. For best results use a heating cap. Leave the coconut oil on
your hair for 30 minutes.

Step 2

Shampoo Wash

How to do it:
It’s important that you use a shampoo for this step and not a conditioner for a cowash You want to remove build up and oil to get the best results from this protocol.
You can use your own shampoo to cleanse your hair after the coconut oil pre-wash.
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Step 3

Condition

7 Day Rehydration Protocol

How to do it :
This is a critical step and extremely important. Ensure you have your own really
AMAZING deep conditioner. Remove excess water from your hair with a t-shirt or
microfiber towel. Apply the conditioner to DAMP hair in small sections to make sure
the hair is saturated. You’re applying it similar to how you would apply a relaxer. Place
a PLASTIC cap on your head. For better penetration of the conditioner into the hair
use a heating cap, steamer, damp warm towel, or some other method to increase the
temperature of the conditioner. Leave the conditioner on your hair for 30 minutes.

Step 4

Moisturize

How to do it:
Rinse the conditioner from your hair thoroughly and remove excess water from your
hair with a t-shirt or microfiber towel. Apply a REALLY GOOD moisturizer for your hair
type and texture to your hair in small sections, ensuring your hair is fully covered with
the moisturizer.

Step 5

Seal

How to do it:
After your hair is moisturized and still DAMP, seal with any non-penetrating oil of your
choice. Style your hair as usual in either twists, braids, etc. Please note that this step
is optional and it’s not absolutely necessary that you seal in moisture with an oil,
especially if the moisturizer you use already contains a mix of penetrating and sealing
oils. You’ll need to find what the best options are for your hair.
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After Wash Day: Days 2-7
After you wash your hair your goal is simple. You want to ensure your hair retains
moisture during the daytime. How do you do this? By focusing on your night time
routine. Many naturals concentrate a lot of their efforts on moisturizing during the
day. And while that may work for some this strategy doesn’t work for most. They
find that the have to keep applying a moisturizer to their hair every day, and that their
hair just soaks up their moisturizer. By the end of the day, their hair ends up feeling
dry and brittle.
Why do we focus on night time care so much? Because you have the opportunity to
really help your hair lock in moisture. You can control the environment your hair is
exposed to so much more than you can during the day time. It’s the best opportunity
for moisturizing. The strategy is about increasing the uptake of moisture into the hair
and locking it in so that you lose water from you hair a lot slower the following day.

How it’s done:
In the morning you’ll style your hair as you normally do. Remember that you focused
on deep conditioning and moisturizing the day before on wash day so there is no need
to apply any more moisturizer to your hair in the morning.
In the evening, this is where you’re going to focus your moisturizing efforts.
• Mist your hair with a moisturizing mist, glycerin and water spray or just plain
water. You want your hair to be DAMP not WET.
• Add a little bit of moisturizer if your hair feels dry. You can also seal with a
non-penetrating oil; however this is not absolutely necessary.
• This part is important and will make the difference in your hair’s ability to retain
moisture: cover your hair with a plastic cap to create a humid environment
around your hair as you sleep. Then cover your hair with a SATIN cap or sleep
on a SATIN pillowcase to minimize friction between hair strands and the
pillowcase.

The next morning you just style your hair as usual. There is no need to apply any
moisturizer. Repeat these steps until the next time you wash your hair.

You are finished the challenge! You should have super-moisturized hair!
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Frequently Asked Questions

7 Day Rehydration Protocol

What do I do after the 7 days? Do I need to do this protocol over again to have
moisturized hair?
No you don’t have to do the entire protocol again. This 7 days was to begin to help
your hair retain as much moisture as possible. However there are certain things you
should continue to do as part of your hair care regimen for optimum moisture. Those
steps are the coconut oil pre-shampoo treatment, deep conditioning and properly
applying the moisturizer to your hair. It is also highly recommended that you continue
with your night time routine of protecting your hair with a satin cap or sleeping on a
satin pillowcase. If you choose, you can also continue to mist your hair during the
week with a glycerin and water mixture for added softness but this is not absolutely
necessary. If you continue to implement those three key steps it will make all of the
difference in your hair.

Can I use any other oil for the pre-shampoo treatment instead of coconut oil?
The purpose of the pre-poo is to minimize the loss of protein form the hair (chipping
off of the cuticle) and to help prevent hygral fatigue. Coconut oil has a specific fatty
acid composition which allows it to do these two things. Other oils have a different
fatty acid profile and likely won’t do the above actions. So if possible use coconut only
for the purpose of helping to prevent hygral fatigue and the loss of protein from the
hair. If you have a tree nut allergy you may not be able to use coconut oil. In this case
you may want to try babassu oil or murumuru butter. These oils are high in lauric acid
and so is coconut oil. Lauric acid has an affinity for hair proteins and they may work
as well as coconut oil. Just be aware that they are expensive oils so if you can use
coconut oil then please do!

Do I need to use heat with my deep conditioner?
Using heat is ideal to help some ingredients in your deep conditioner that are(especially
if it’s a good one!) to penetrate into the cortex of the hair. Thirty minutes seems to be
the ideal time frame for a deep conditioner to be left on with heat. If you use some
type of heat source you’ll get great results from your deep conditioning treatment.
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